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Digital Collections of National Library of 
Finland @  digi.kansalliskirjasto.fi
3,6M pages, 






Newspapers Journals Ephemera 
(Industry)
Latest info at : http://digi.kansalliskirjasto.fi/info?language=en
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• Platform and functions 
renewed.
• Crowdsourcing added.
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Cultural workstations of 
legal deposit libraries
 Material after 1910 can be viewed at 
legal deposit libraries over Finland
 Universities, which have Peri+-usage  
have also access to 3 significant 
journals:
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Digitization Logic
 Digitization has been done by decades
 e.g. all* newspapers have been digitized until 1910
 Currently working with
 Newspapers - the 1910-1920 period
 General magazines - until 1944
 Digitization partnerships (digitization & electronical deposition)
 From start of the publication until present day: Etelä-Suomen 
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Digitisation services
 Centre for Preservation and Digitisation has 
digitisation services
 Both to the collections of National Library of 
Finland and to own materials of the customer
 Specialising to extensive amounts of material, 
paper documents of a large size and material in 
poor condition requiring delicate treatment.
 The centre can digitize very versatile paper 
material from fragile leaflets to the books with 
tight bindings.
 Most often we digitize books, newspapers, 
ephemere, pictures and audio content
 Also large or special treatment requiring 
pergaments and maps are possible as well as 
archival material. 
Contact: kk-dimiko-asiakaspalvelu@helsinki.fi 
We produce digital versions from 
microfilm, microcards, photographs 
and audio.
With a test batch, we can test 
digitisation for a potential bigger 
project of a client
Post-processing services are offered 
for digitised material. When 
necessary, the material can be 
converted into a desired format, with 
added features such as Optical 
Character Recognition, which enables 
text search within a digitised 
document.
With additional services we can 
enrich digital collections, enhance its 
properties, make it available for use or 
preserve it with microfilm
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Postprocessing
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The final product
1458-0918_1864-01-28_1.zip 
│   1458-0918_1864-01-28_1.pdf
│   1458-0918_1864-01-28_1_mets.xml
├───access_img/
│       ac-00001.jpg
│       ac-00002.jpg
│       ac-00003.jpg
│       ac-00004.jpg
├───alto/
│       00001.xml
│       00002.xml
│       00003.xml
│       00004.xml
├───preservation_img
│       pr-00001.jp2
│       pr-00002.jp2
│       pr-00003.jp2
│       pr-00004.jp2
└───thumb_img
http://digi.kansalliskirjasto.fi/sanomalehti/binding/448893
METS = Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard
ALTO = Analyzed Layout and Text Object 
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XML for multiple purposes
 Current idea to wrap both metadata & ALTOs & rawtext  to 
one and same XML 
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Current Projects
 Aviisi - http://blogs.helsinki.fi/digiaviisi
 Finding models of enabling wider use of the digital collections for 
research and education
 Pilots with several schools & research facilities 
 Creating new agreement and contract models.
 Digitalia - http://blogs.helsinki.fi/digitalia & www.digitalia.fi a 
joint research & development project for digital materials on
 Usability, applicability and availability
 Machine learning, text mining, OCR text recognition, & article 
extraction improvements
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Browse and use
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Thank you!





What is this 
character?
